
It's your call on whether to accept the proposal, but here are some comments (no call-in number was 
provided for the meeting today, so I cannot raise these comments myself):  

 
Membership: 

 The clause "may mean" is ambiguous. The way the Note reads, a "material interest" may(a) include 
only the four categories listed, (b) include more than the four categories listed, or (c) include less 
than the four categories listed. Who decides on what "material interest" ultimately means? If "material 
interest" means option (a), then the clause "may mean" should be removed. If "material interest" 
means option (b) then a clause such as "includes, but is not limited to" would be a better choice. If 
"material interest" means option (c), then the definition isn't really serving a purpose and could be 
removed altogether. 

 Does the requirement to "attend" one meeting per year require physical attendance or is calling-in 
sufficient? If calling-in is sufficient, is there a requirement to provide a call-in number? (note that no 
call-in number was provided for today's LG/ILSAC meeting). Is the requirement to "attend" satisfied 
by any member of a company attending, or is the requirement personal to the specific representative 
listed on the roster?  

 Once removed from the panel roster, for example by failure to vote on two consecutive ballots, how 
does one regain membership? 

 
Voting: 
 The Voting section references "written ballots," while the Membership section discusses "issued 

ballots" and "ballots." Is there a difference? 

 
 
Other Interested Parties: 
 The meetings are "open to interested parties that have a material interest in the standard." We are 

informed that "material interest" may mean automotive engine manufacturers (item i and ii), oil 
manufacturers or marketers (item iii), and additive companies (item iv). Written this way, if "material 
interest" includes less than or only the four categories listed, there are several companies that are 
immediately not allowed to attend the meetings, including: independent test labs (e.g. SwRI and 
Intertek), laboratory equipment manufacturers (e.g. Savant), and central parts distributors (e.g. 
OHT). Is that really the intent? 

 As written, only "thoseinterested parties," i.e. those "that have a material interestin the standard" are 
allowed to comment. Is this the intent? 

 Does "consider[ation]" of the comments require a written, substantive explanation as to why they are 
being rejected or is simply considering the comments sufficient? 

 
Key Functions: 
 Step 4, bullet point 3 limits tests to ASTM and CEC tests. Is that what the ILSAC members want? 

 

 

Best Regards, 

Matt 


